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Why global scale forecasting at Deltares?
To contribute to a challenge we are setting for ourselves:

Why?

To produce local (high-resolution) multi-hazard and impact forecasts
for any area on earth within a 2 hour timeframe
•

•

To push innovation in our forecasting models and systems
• To utilize the increasing amount of global data available
To help users that don’t have forecasting systems in place and are
less likely to self-host these

Various related
initiatives ongoing:
Global Storm Surge
Information System

Global Flow Forecasting
Information System

Global Drought
Forecasting System
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Global Storm Surge Information System
Coastal storm surge forecasting for the entire globe using Deltares’ Global Tide and Storm Surge
Model
• GTSMv4.1 (DFLOW-FM) provides 1.25km resolution in Europe, and 2.5km resolution globally

• 7 day forecast based on NOAA GFS wind and pressure

GTSM unstructured grid

Model verification

Operational forecast in a
Delft-FEWS engine
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Global Flow Forecasting Information System
Hydrological flow forecasting for specific basins of interest worldwide, using a scripted approach which
enables deployment for any area on Earth with minimal effort
Database (area of
interest, forcing, …)

Scripts

Forecasting model
(wflow_sbm) + DelftFEWS configuration

Pilots implementations for 10+ different areas, at different spatial
resolutions (35km2 to 200m2), using best available (i.e. local)
weather forecasts as input
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Global Drought Forecasting System
Hydrological drought forecasting for specific basins of interest worldwide, using a scripted approach
which enables deployment for any area on Earth with minimal effort (integrated in GLOFFIS)
• 1km wflow_sbm hydrological model, with pilot implementations for the Lempa, Parana and Mali basins

• Seasonal forecasting using SEAS5 dataset (ECMWF) as input
• Drought indicators for each forecast (ETDI, SMDI, SPI, discharge anomaly)
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Next steps
• Improving the forecasting engines:
• Improvements to models,
• Adding additional processes,
• Improvements to forcing data,
• Improvements to base datasets,
• …
• Improving the automation pipelines:
• Further reduce manual effort where possible,
• Automated downscaling using global data to forecast local
inundation and impact,
• Combining data from global systems (coast + river):
compound flooding
• …

GLOSSIS forecasts available through
http://blueearthdata.org

Forecast provisioning to other parties

• Sharing of data through services and growing a community of
users
Developing downstream services on
top of the data
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Questions, or want to get involved? Reach out!
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